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｀ Undoped semi― insulating LEC CaAs is thought to be the key materia■  for

CaAs lntegrated Circu■ ts. However′  there are stil■ problems ■n uniform■ ty and

reproducibility of FETs fabricated by the direct ion imp■ antationl). DistributionS

of dislocations and deep electron trap EL2 in a wafer might be responsib■ e for

these nonun■ form■ties ′3). In practical applications for GaAs ICS′  the ■On― ■mp■ anted

CaAs wafers must be heat treated at 800° C or 850° C with Si3N4 Capping or‐ in arsenic

atmosphere.

In this paper′  we show that many dis■ ocations are ■nduced dur■ ng the annea■ ing

pr°C,SS With Si3N4 Capping at 700。 C -850° C when thickness of Si3N4 iS more than

2000A′  and that the surface EL2 density decreases for LEC CaAs eVen when the surface

is capped with Si3N4′  Whereas for HB CaAs′  Change of the EL2 density can be prevented

by capping with Si3N4′  Si° 2 
°r CaAs.

CaAs substrates used in this study were undoped conductive LEC and HB CaAs

obtained from big CaAs supp■ iers in Japano Si3N4 and Si02 Were deposited ,y ANELVA

p■asma CVD system ( PED 30■  )at 250° C and 300° C′  respective■ y. The deposition rate

::icil:[:d llAt:iing ll::・ a:::ui12ti:nililili:z::ail::: :[giolQ:lath:L:::l:[1:l ]:ler )

Figure ■ shows profi■ es of the EL2 densities in LEC and HB CaAs whiCh were

heat treated at 700。 C for ■ hour in a hydrogen atmosPheree The EL2 density at the

surface ■s decreased near■y two orders of magn■ tudes for LEC CaAs and to a ha■ f of

the origina■  va■ ue for HB CaAs. Decrease of the EL2 density is thought to be due to

arsenic evaporation5). .n order to see effect of capping and atmosphere′  LEC and

HB CaAs were heat treated with Si3N4′  Sl° 2 Capping or by covering with another CaAs
wafer in a hydrogen atmosphereo The resu■ ts are shown in Fig.2 and Tab■ e l. A large

difference of the EL2 change is observed between LEC and HB CaAs. The decrease of

the 口L2 density in HB CaAs can be prevented by Si3N4 °r Si02 Capping′  or CaAs CoVering′

whereas for LEC CaAs′  the EL2 density decreases a■ ways even when the surface is Capped

Wilh Si3N4 °r SiOll ThiS fact means that the EL2 in LEC and HB CaAs has different

properties even though activation energies and em■ ss■on rates are a■ moSt the same.

To see the effect of hydrogen')some sarnp■ es were heat treated in vacuum. Decrease

of the EL2 dens■ty was the ■argest in these samp■ es. It means that the arsen■ c ■oSs ■S

primary reason of the decrease of the EL2 density′ even though the decrease of EL2

in Capped LEC CaAs can not be understood we■ ■ in that case,

Another thing to be noted is that some HB samp■ es capped by Si3N4 Sh° W a higher

EL2 density than that of as grown samples. In such samplesP some scratches were seen

on step etched surfaces. In order to see induced defects′  Samp■ es capped by S13N4

with different thickness were heat treated at 700° C′  750° C′  800° C and 850° C′  and

were etched by mo■ ten KOH. Many scratches were seen on the samples capped by Si3N4

whose thickness is more than 2000i as shown in Fig。 3(a). The scratches Were revealed

to be c■ usters of dislocations as shown in Fig.3(b). The increased EL2 density might
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be due to these induced dis■ ocations7).

No ■nduced dis■ ocations was observed

On samp■ es capped by Si02。 With 6000A and

Si3N4 With 
・

ess than ■000A.
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Table l′  Change of EL2 density
by heat treatments
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Fig.■ ′ The EL2 density prOfi■ es of LEC and
HB CaAs heat treated at 700° C fOr ■ hour
■n a hydrogen atmosphere.

:(b)

Eig.2, DLTS signals for LEC and
HB GaAs heat treated with
various capping.
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